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Abstract

The intermolecular binding (lattice) energies are calculated for the molecular crystals cyclotrimethylene trinitramine, pentae-

rythritol, and pentaerythritol tetranitrate using the CRYSTALRYSTAL 98/03 and GAUSSIANAUSSIAN 98 programs, the DMOLMOL program and the

CASTEPASTEP program and compared with experiment. Calculating the theoretical intermolecular binding energy as a tool for testing the

intrinsic quality of a calculation is explained. Optimization of the Gaussian basis sets for the CRYSTALRYSTAL 98/03 programs versus

adding more terms to the Gaussian basis set is examined. Increasing the size of the basis set consistently reduces basis-set super-

position error whereas basis set optimization improved the quality of the calculation relatively little.

� 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The accurate calculation of organic molecular crystal

(OMC) properties represents a formidable challenge of

contemporary interest. Some OMCs are also high-ex-
plosive materials for which a detailed first-principles

knowledge of their properties is useful for safe handling,

storage, and yield. Three levels of interaction in OMCs

have been identified [1]: electronic, intramolecular and

intermolecular. The relatively strong intramolecular

binding is responsible for the fact that vibrational fre-

quencies for the isolated molecule (calculated, for ex-

ample, with the GAUSSIANAUSSIAN 98 program) compare
reasonably well with those in experiments using crystals,

for example, PETN [2] (although, of course, the lattice

modes cannot be calculated this way). In this case, the

agreement between theory and experiment for these

high-frequency vibrational modes supports the idea that

the properties of the molecule are more-or-less unaf-
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fected by the presence of the lattice. However, the

binding of the molecules in the lattice, being due to the

relatively weak van der Waals interaction, must be ac-

curately described if other properties, such as the lattice

vibrational modes (acoustic and optical), elastic con-
stants, or the lattice energy itself, are to compare well

with experiment. To address this need for an accurate

intermolecular potential, one can consider the molecular

crystal at a perturbed isolated molecule level where the

existence of adjacent molecules is simulated by intro-

ducing an external Coulomb potential produced by the

charge distribution of these adjacent molecules into the

molecular Hamiltonian [3]. This approach was used by
Krijin et al. [4,5] using a local-density approximation

(LDA) for crystalline a-oxalic acid dihydrate.

If the molecular interaction energy is to be deter-

mined, then terms in addition to the electrostatic one

must be included, such as with the two-body additivity

approximation [3], which was used by Avoird et al. [6,7].

Neither of these approaches is fully periodic, in contrast

to the all-electron method used in the CRYSTALRYSTAL [8]
program, and the work of Dovesi et al. [9] on urea

represents one of the first efforts using this first-princi-

ples Hartree–Fock (HF) linear combination of atomic
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orbitals (HF-LCAO) approach. As noted in that work,

although the CRYSTALRYSTAL program is, in principle, supe-

rior to the afore-mentioned approaches, several prac-

tical issues arise, such as basis set completeness and

numerical accuracy, which must be carefully considered
prior to reaching a conclusion as to the quality of a

specific calculated property. Some guidance in this re-

gard has been given in a recent work by Spackman and

Mitchell [10] on Gaussian basis sets for molecular

crystals and their influence on lattice energies revealed

progressively smaller basis-set superposition error

(BSSE) using the 6-21G**, 6-31G**, and double-zeta

plus polarization (DZP) sets, in that order.
Because the weak intermolecular interaction is re-

sponsible for the mechanical and elastic properties,

which are in turn of importance for a detailed under-

standing of the shock initiation-to-detonation transi-

tion, one of the goals of the current work is to calculate

the lattice energy for several OMCs, using different

theoretical methods, and compare with experiment. The

materials PETN, [C(CH2ONO2)4], and RDX, (CH2

NNO2)3], were chosen for the current study because

they are high-explosives; PE, C(CH2OH)4, was chosen

because, although not an energetic material, it is a te-

tragonal crystalline structure similar to PETN, but with

21 atoms per primitive unit cell, it is somewhat simpler

computationally than PETN, which has 56 atoms per
Fig. 1. The atomic structures of molecular crystals, PE, PETN, and

RDX (all from top view of the three-dimensional lattice shown by the

light grey dashed lines). Hydrogen atoms: light green balls; carbon

atoms: grey balls; nitrogen atoms: blue balls; oxygen: red balls.
unit cell. Structures for these materials are shown in

Fig. 1.

The internal co-ordinates were taken from Choi [11]

for RDX, Ladd [12] for PE, and Kitaigorodskii [13] for

PETN. Different basis sets are used and contrasted, and
issues of basis set optimization, as well as a new script

using a parallel version of CRYSTALRYSTAL 98 for this purpose,

are described.

The weak intermolecular potential is difficult to

model and therefore it is important to understand, in the

context of the CRYSTALRYSTAL 98/03 program, the relative

merits of increasing the size of the basis set versus op-

timization of the exponents of a smaller set of Gaussian
functions, which ultimately represent the atomic orbi-

tals. Because the computational demands for OMCs are

typically very high, it is therefore important to a priori

know, if possible, which of these competing alternatives

will provide the highest quality representation of the

intermolecular potential and, ultimately, OMC proper-

ties. Consequently, one of the primary objectives of this

work is to examine in detail this question, so as to
provide guidance for future investigations in OMCs.
2. Methodology

The intermolecular binding (lattice) energy per mol-

ecule is defined here as:

�Elattice ¼ Ecrystal=n� Emolecule; ð1Þ
where Ecrystal is the crystal energy per unit cell, and n is

the number of molecules per unit cell. With this defini-

tion, including the minus sign, Elattice > 0 for a stable
OMC. Eq. (1) requires two, distinct, calculations for

each value of the lattice energy. Notice the difference

with respect to the conventional binding energy, in

which the reference corresponds to isolated atoms.

Thus, binding energies are in the order of hundreds of

millihartrees (mEh), whereas lattice energies are in the

order of tens of mEh. Given the typical values of atomic

energies in OMC, ranging in hundreds of mEh, com-
puting Elattice requires more than five significant figures

of precision in the individual calculations, and thus basis

set completeness and numerical error must be consid-

ered in order to achieve a reasonable value. As such, the

accurate determination of the lattice energy is sensitive

to the overall quality of the basis set employed, as well

as the level of correlation included. In addition to im-

proving upon the basis sets currently used for OMCs,
comparison with independent theoretical approaches

offers further insight as to the overall quality of the

calculation. Conformational changes are not included in

the present study.

The first theoretical approach used in this work was

the CRYSTALRYSTAL program (both 98 [8] and 03 [14] ver-

sions), as it had been used with success for other studies
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with molecular crystals [9,10,15,16]. In that approach, a

given crystalline orbital, wiðk; rÞ, is expressed as a linear

combination of Bloch functions, /lðk; rÞ; which are

defined in terms of a set of fixed atomic orbital basis

functions, flðr� Al � gÞ, centered on atom Al within
cell g [8]

wiðk; rÞ ¼
X

l

al;jðkÞ/lðk; rÞ; ð2Þ

where

/lðk; rÞ ¼
X

g

flðr� Al � gÞeik�r: ð3Þ

The local functions, flðr� Al � gÞ; are in turn defined

by a contraction, i.e., a fixed linear combination of nG
Gaussian-type functions (GTFs)

flðr� Al � gÞ ¼
XnG

j¼1

djGðaj; r� Al � gÞ: ð4Þ

Finite basis set LCAO schemes, while having the ad-
vantage of being able to accurately describe the core and

valence atomic orbitals with few functions relative to a

plane-wave basis set, have the disadvantage of certain

well-known characteristics, such as BSSE [9]. Further-

more, computational demands have limited the use of

basis sets to 6-21G in urea just a little more than a de-

cade ago [9] and more recently to 6-21G for systems as

large as RDX [16]. In the present work, we extend the
quality of the basis sets used in two, distinct, ways: (1)

expanding the GTFs to 6-311G* and DZP; (2) per-

forming basis set optimization on the exponents of the

most diffuse Gaussians representing the valence elec-

trons. The coefficients and exponents of the GTFs were

all taken from the Pacific Northwest National Labora-

tory’s website [17]. Given the difficulty of optimizing all

the exponents for all the Gaussians in a given basis set,
the approach taken was to select the exponents of the

most diffuse Gaussians describing the valence orbitals

(including polarization functions, if they exist) for op-

timization, then an optimization script [18] was used to

call a parallel version of CRYSTALRYSTAL 98 using parallel-

virtual machine (PVM). The script chooses a set of ex-

ponent values around the nominal value, then calls the

CRYSTALRYSTAL 98/PVM program, checks the result for con-
vergence, then selects the value of the exponent which

minimizes the total energy.

In order to compare with the CRYSTALRYSTAL 98/03 results

and the available experiments, two other density func-
Table 1

Relevant information for the molecular crystals studied

Material Atoms
molecule

Molecules
unit cell

P

RDX 21 8 C

PE 21 2 S

PETN 29 2 S
tional theory (DFT) programs, DMOLMOL [19] and CASTEPASTEP

[20], have been used. The CRYSTALRYSTAL calculations were

obtained using the HF exchange potential and DFT

exchange–correlation potentials. The DFT calculations

were performed using LDA exchange with VWN cor-
relation, PW–GGA for exchange and correlation, and

the B3LYP exchange–correlation hybrid potential (all

exchange–correlation potentials are defined in [8]). The

DMOLMOL calculations are done using a double numerical

basis. In the CASTEPASTEP calculations, we use ultrasoft

pseudo-potentials with a large cut-off energy of 500 eV

for the plane-wave basis. In both cases, the LDA and

GGA–PW91 exchange–correlation functionals have
been used.
3. CRYSTALRYSTAL and GAUSSIANAUSSIAN basis sets

The choice of the basis set is a necessary but not

sufficient condition for obtaining accurate first-princi-

ples calculations in crystalline systems [8]. For OMCs,
although the intramolecular bonding may be described

well with basis sets borrowed from years of develop-

ment by quantum chemists (e.g., the standard Pople sets

[21]), the intermolecular interaction must also be accu-

rately described and it is not obvious that the basis sets

developed for molecular calculations will, without ad-

aptation, be suitable for many problems of interest for

crystalline systems. Although in principle to obtain
greater accuracy one could simply increase the number

of GTFs in Eq. (4) to improve the representation of the

crystal orbital, in practice this approach is intractable

for many OMCs, owing to the rapid increase in the

number of integrals necessary as a function of the

number of GTFs. Furthermore, it is not obvious that

simply increasing the size of the basis set by adding

more Gaussians whose parameters were not determined
for a crystalline calculation, will necessarily be more

accurate than a smaller basis set which has been opti-

mized for the crystalline system. To examine in detail

the effects of the basis set on the lattice energy, the

OMCs RDX, PE, and PETN, with characteristics

shown in Table 1, were studied. The first basis

set chosen was the common 6-21G, which used

s(6)sp(2)sp(1) for carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, and
s(2)s(1) for hydrogen. The second set was the 6-311G*,

with s(6)sp(3)sp(1)sp(1)d(1) for carbon, nitrogen, and

oxygen, and s(3)s(1)s(1) for hydrogen. A DZP functions
oint group Space group Structure

s Pbca Orthorhombic

4 I�4 Tetragonal

4 P�421c Tetragonal
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set was also chosen owing to its recent success in cal-

culating lattice energies for other molecular crystals

[10]. In addition to the different basis sets, different

exchange–correlation potentials and functionals were

also chosen: HF, density-functional theory with
B3LYP, PW–GGA, and LDA for exchange and VWN

for correlation (LDA–VWN) [8]. Of the crystals stud-

ied, RDX represents the greatest computational chal-

lenge, with 1176 Gaussian basis functions required

which results in an integrals file size of roughly 60

GBytes for the 6-311G* basis set.

The optimization of the exponents of just the most

diffuse Gaussians can be a computationally difficult task
because it requires the simultaneous adjustment of sev-

eral parameters in order to achieve a minimum of the

total energy; each adjustment of a given parameter is

another complete run of the CRYSTALRYSTAL program, which

often means dozens or hundreds of runs for obtaining

one set of optimized parameters. The procedure for

optimization of the selected Gaussian exponents pro-

ceeds in the following manner. A given exponent is ar-
bitrarily selected and a range of values around the

nominal one is chosen, requiring one calculation of the

CRYSTALRYSTAL program per value in this range. A determi-

nation is then made as to where in that range the min-

imum energy occurs; the value of that exponent which

minimizes the total crystalline energy is then saved and

the process repeated for the next exponent. Once every

exponent is optimized using this procedure, another
complete pass is made, searching for the value of each

exponent in turn which optimizes the total energy. This

process is slow and not guaranteed to not get caught in
Table 2

Lattice energy per mole (in units of kJ/mol, 1 eV/molecule¼ 96.485 kJ/mol

culations based on different programs and methods

6-21G 6-311G* D

HF B3 HF LDA B3 B

RDX 65.0 43.1 40.4 115.5 36.3 3

PE 109.4 121.6 68.1 177.2 88.5 8

PETN 80.2 31.8 26.6 113.1 15.5 1

Experimental values: RDX, 130.1 [23]; PE, 163. [24]; PETN, 151.9 [25,26

For the CRYSTALRYSTAL calculations (first 7 columns), B3 indicates the B3LYP

correlation potentials. For the DMOLMOL and CASTEPASTEP calculations, GGA refer

For CASTEPASTEP calculations, the ultrasoft pseudo-potential with 500 eV cut

experiments.

Table 3

Lattice energy per mole (in units of kJ/mol, 1 eV/molecule¼ 96.485 kJ/mol) f

corrections and using optimization of the valence and polarization function

621G 621G-opt 631G** 63

HF 109.4()43) 123.9()53) 67.7()47) 71

B3LYP 121.6()56) 123.0()64) 86.4()41) 86

The experimental value is 163 kJ/mol [24].
local minima of the total energy surface. However, with

the use of the parallel version of the CRYSTALRYSTAL 98 pro-

gram and PVM on a 15-node Linux cluster of 32-bit,

2.2 GHz machines, the total execution time is now

reasonable. For example, the optimization of the DZP
basis set for PE required 2.5 days, using 5 nodes. As for

the issue of unambiguously identifying the global mini-

mum of the total energy, the conjugate gradient ap-

proach employed by the LOPTCG script [8] was used as

a cross-check and it gave very similar results for all ex-

ponents in urea.
4. Results

Table 2 shows a comparison of calculations of the

lattice energy per mole for the three OMCs selected,

using the CRYSTALRYSTAL 98/03, DMOLMOL, and CASTEPASTEP pro-

grams, and compared with experiment. The CRYSTALRYSTAL

03 program (as opposed to CRYSTALRYSTAL 98) was used for

all DFT calculations (see the discussion below Table 3).
In addition to the different basis sets employed, different

exchange–correlation potentials were also chosen. All

calculations obtained using the CRYSTALRYSTAL 98/03 pro-

grams were corrected with the counterpoise method, as

this was previously determined to be an important effect

for molecular crystals [9,10]. The density-functional

theory LDA approximation was found to reproduce the

lattice energy per mole reasonably well, often slightly
overestimating it. However, this agreement may be the

consequence of a cancellation of errors, because it has

recently been shown that LDA overestimates the
) for the chosen molecular crystals, with experimental values and cal-

ZP DMOLMOL CASTEPASTEP

3 GGA LDA GGA LDA GGA

8.3 57.8 143.8 63.30 135.6 61.47

8.0 110.9 218.8 130.4 199.7 117.2

6.4 46.9 155.1 53.36 150.6 58.12

].

, LDA indicates the LDA–VWN, and GGA the PW–GGA exchange–

s to the GGA–PW91 exchange–correlation potential.

-off energy was used. All the structures for the crystal are taken from

or PE calculated using the CRYSTALRYSTAL 98/03 programs, including BSSE

s, where applicable

1G**-opt 6311G* DZP DZP-opt

.5()30) 68.1()50) 64.7()18) 72.4()18)

.7()35) 88.5()37) 88.0()28) 92.9()22)
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strength of the intermolecular potential in elastic con-

stants [22]. It is significant to note from Table 2 that

LDA results obtained from the different programs with

different basis sets exhibit rough agreement with each

other for all three OMCs, implying that programs using
completely different types of basis sets can produce

comparable results assuming the same level of correla-

tion is included. Likewise, the PW–GGA results using

CRYSTALRYSTAL and a DZP basis set showed reasonable

agreement with the GGA–PW91 results from DMOLMOL

and CASTEPASTEP.

Generally speaking, the 6-21G basis set with B3LYP

results from the CRYSTALRYSTAL 03 program produced results
in better agreement with experiment but this agreement

is most likely fortuitous. Regarding the two Gaussian

basis sets chosen, the results of Table 2 do not show an

improvement in the agreement with experiment as the

CRYSTAL basis set was increased from 6-21G to

6-311G* to DZP, despite the dramatic increase in

computational complexity.

Because of this increase in computational resources
required as a function of increasing basis set size, it is

of practical importance for large molecular crystalline

calculations to know whether or not a smaller, but

optimized, basis set might perform as well as a larger,

unoptimized one. To answer this question, for PE the

6-21G, 6-31G**, and DZP basis sets were optimized by

minimization of the total energy by varying the expo-

nents of the valence GTFs. Table 3 shows the relative
improvement in the lattice energy per mole compared

with experiment for PE, for both the HF and B3LYP

correlation potentials. Table 3 also shows the lattice

energy per mole for the DZP basis set, and with opti-

mization of valence and polarization terms. As with the

6-21G set, the optimization of the DZP set also im-

proved the agreement with experiment. Of particular

interest in Table 3 are the magnitudes of the BSSE,
given in parentheses. There is a consistent trend to-

wards lower BSSE with increasing size of the basis set.

Furthermore, the optimization of the basis set has

comparatively little effect on the BSSE. The relatively

large BSSE found with the 6-21G basis set, combined

with the fact that the lattice energies which it produces

are clearly separated from the grouping of values aris-

ing from the other basis sets, suggests that, at least for
lattice energies, the 6-21G basis set, although widely

used for calculations of this kind, is inadequate. Fi-

nally, the DFT calculations obtained from the CRY-RY-

STALSTAL 98 program exhibited inexplicable trends in the

BSSE with increasing basis-set size and the CRYSTALRYSTAL

03 program was therefore used for all DFT calculations

reported here. As is observed from the BSSE values in

Table 3, the trend of decreasing BSSE with increased
basis set size is more-or-less the same for both the HF

and DFT results. It is also to be noted that, according

to the CRYSTALRYSTAL 03 manual [14, pp. 182], ‘The DFT
part of the code has been completely rewritten.’

Hartree–Fock results were identical from the CRYSTALRYSTAL

98 and CRYSTALRYSTAL 03 programs.
5. Conclusions and future work

The lattice energy represents a test of the ability of

a first-principles theoretical approach to model the

relatively weak intermolecular potential found in

OMCs. Three crystal modeling programs were used to

calculate the lattice energy of RDX, PE, and PETN,

each employing a different type of basis set: the
CRYSTALRYSTAL 98/03 programs, which uses GTFs to rep-

resent the atomic orbitals, DMOLMOL, which uses a dou-

ble-numerical basis set, and CASTEPASTEP, which uses plane

waves. For the use of the CRYSTALRYSTAL 98/03 programs,

the better agreement with experiment observed by us-

ing the 6-21G basis set, with or without optimization,

is fortuitous and a basis set with the complexity of the

DZP set is needed because of its systematically lower
BSSE. Although the 6-21G basis set has been widely

used for studies in molecular crystals, the results of

this work show that for lattice energies at least a

6-31G** set should be used. The computational de-

mands of using the DZP set appear warranted, in

agreement with the findings of Spackman and Mitchell

[10] on other molecular crystals. The remaining dis-

crepancies between the lattice energies calculated here
and experiment is likely due to the inadequacy of the

exchange–correlation potential used. Optimization of

the most diffuse Gaussians does lead to a better esti-

mate of the intermolecular potential as exhibited by

closer agreement to experimental lattice energies, but

the improvement is typically on the order of several

percent. When the same exchange–correlation potential

was chosen, LDA, the CRYSTALRYSTAL 03, DMOLMOL, and CA-A-

STEPSTEP programs showed relatively good agreement for

all three molecular crystals studied. However, the HF

potential does not include correlation effects and LDA

overestimates the van der Waals interaction. The PW–

GGA exchange–correlation gave results consistently

closer to experiment than did the B3LYP, although it

would be premature to make a definitive conclusion

based on this limited evidence. Additional investigation
on the choice of appropriate exchange–correlation

potentials for calculation of organic molecular crys-

talline properties is therefore a priority for future

work. Note that the structures used in all calculations

were taken from experiment; if fully optimized, the

theoretical lattice energies should be closer to experi-

ment. Finally, in the present study, the optimized basis

set affected both the intra- and inter-molecular poten-
tials, and the relative amounts were roughly an order

of magnitude larger change for the inter-molecular

potential. It is therefore of interest to separate the
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effects of basis set optimization on these potentials,

which suggests a series of optimizations performed on

suitable molecular systems.
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